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Everything you want to know about the essentials of men's clothing. This
is Nordstrom's instruction for dressing well. The proper clothes can
turn an interview right into a work, a lunch meeting right into a deal,
maybe even a blind date into relationship.
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Great publication for the person who has STYLE This is definitely the
book for me personally. I picked this book up while looking forward to a
pal at Nordstroms and needed my own, Amazon-priced duplicate for help
buying nice clothing and dressing just like a pro. There's fashion, and
then there's STYLE. Great guy advice I got this book as something
special for my hubby. STYLE is not about wearing the most recent
fashions; it's more about focusing on how to coordinate colours and
patterns, proper suit, and what and how to make clothes appear good on Y-
O-U. Looks like a thing that should be provided when you are into shop.
I spend lots of time on the web, in men's shops, and in men's
departments of main department stores looking at clothes and shoes, and
reading about STYLE and fashion. Concise Guidebook for the Beginner This
book is good for a beginner. I trust it because it comes from Nordstrom,
the quintessential customer service company (browse the "Nordstrom Way:
The Inside Story of America's #1 CUSTOMER SUPPORT Company"). Believe me,
I've no affiliation with Nordstrom apart from being a big fan since a
friend of mine switched me on to them in the early 90's. I've been
hooked every since that time. What's the big offer? However, it isn't
all good. We all have been very pleased with you.) Overall, that is
still an extremely good book. Must have for guys who need fashion
orientation. Best Dressed on Golgotha!How you gown is extremely
important to your job and how you are feeling during important events.
Therefore disappointing, especially after the great testimonials.etc.
Although, I don't think that is a bad publication at all. I am a novice
so far as dressing properly for the right occasion. The publication can
do a little more are far as components are concerned..ie. watches,
shoes, denim jeans, casual shirts.. Tom definitely knows what he's
discussing and will be offering terrific everyday style assistance! good
book i personally choose the "details men's style manual" book. but it
has good information as far as fits, neckwear, and sports coats are
worried. I don't have a white collar work but I love to wear suits once
in a while. Done well Tom Julian. You find out your look according to
four versions and may see advice for fits, ties, t shirts, socks, and
shoes. This is actually the ultimate fashion guide for guys, whether
you're a conflicted hero, a rogue protector, or simply the common up-and-
coming Sci Fi novelist. This book may be the most comprehensive
collection of usable information on men's Design that I have found. Good
publication for the gentleman wishing to project a specialist image in
various situations. Advice for design spans from formal to semi-formal.
I really like shoes, clothes and dressing to impress. It's a little
pricey for sure, but worth it. Five Stars Great. Bought this for my son,
and it's the perfect unstuffy guide for 30 something men. This
publication is an acceptable reflection of Nordstrom. This book is for
the person who has STYLE. Basic facts, but nothing about how to include
style.I enjoyed so much the way the book allows you to choose your look
strategy and shows therefore many examples. I purchased this for my 4



sons as they enter / exit senior high school to provide them an
excellent primer on men's style. Would make a good gift for a university
graduate or for a person changing professions and entering the business
arena. The appendix also shows how to tie ties, bow ties, and lays out
components. From Emanuel Gray to Timberwolf Velez, everyone who is
anyone in this galaxy, or the next, must obtain fashion flair out of
this authoritative esthetic tome. Styling guidance for the novice
Classic styling information in a concise format from a trusted source.
Since Nordstrom's roots are in shoes (and they sale lots of really fine
sneakers), I really was shocked and disappointed that they didn't get
into greater detail about shoes (colours, coordination, types, quality,
etc. I really believe that dressing with Design may be the way to outfit
to impress..
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